
Commentary on the Readings for November 4, 2018  

The 31st
 
Sunday in Ordinary Time  

 

The theme of the readings for this and for the next two Sundays reflects the teachings given to us 

in the beautiful Letter to the Hebrews – about Jesus, as Priest (this Sunday), Prophet (next 

Sunday) and King (the last Sunday). These are the three theological titles of Jesus Christ according 

to the writer of Hebrews, and this is the way we should look at these readings for each of these 

Sundays and forever in our own personal lives. 

 

The First Reading is from the Book of Deuteronomy (6:2-6). In this passage, Moses is giving his 

people, the Israelites, his last instructions shortly before his death. These instructions contain a 

mild warning coupled with the Jewish version of the First Commandment. In ancient Jewish 

thinking, earthly prosperity depended upon obeying God out of fear. The concept of obedience out 

love and gratitude was unknown to them, thus they were not a happy people, because love and 

obedience must come from a heart that is free of fear. 

 

The Responsorial Psalm is (18:2-4, 47, 51). This Psalm, which was written hundreds of years 

after the time of Moses, picks up the idea of love and gratitude and gives glory to God for His 

many blessings. All of the psalms are reflections on events in the lives of the Jewish People, but 

we can identify with the psalms because of their universal nature and beauty. 

 

The Second Reading is from the Letter to the Hebrews (7:23-28). The writer of Hebrews is telling 

us that we now have in Jesus Christ an eternal high priest that is God Himself. Therefore, we need 

not approach Him in fear because He was “one of us” and knows well the weaknesses of humanity. 

 

The Gospel Reading is taken from the Gospel of Mark (12:28-34). In this passage, we hear Jesus 

being questioned by one of the scribes (interpreters of “the law”) who was apparently sincere about 

his inquiry. Jesus gives him the same answer and commandment as Moses did in the First Reading, 

but there is a difference. Here Jesus adds a second thought – almost a second commandment, “You 

shall love your neighbor as yourself.” Together these two commandments fulfill all the laws of 

Moses (see Romans 13:9, 10) and of God in Jesus Christ. Love of God without corresponding 

love of neighbor is invalid and not acceptable. Apparently the young scribe recognized the 

appropriateness of Jesus’ response to which Jesus assures him with, “You are not far from the 

kingdom of God.” 
 

In answer to the scribe’s question, Jesus follows up Moses’ command with a summary of the 

Jewish laws, which He narrows down to two – Love of God and love of Neighbor. In doing this, 

Jesus demonstrates how He rightfully fulfills the office of “high priest” as described in the Letter 

to the Hebrews. Therefore, we can approach Him without fear because divine love is there. 

 

We must admit that even in our own Catholic faith, up to the time of Vatican II, we were taught 

that “fear of the Lord was the first step to wisdom” (Proverbs 9:10), and many people, event to 

this day, carry this idea of God with them. However, “fear” in this case means reverence for, rather 

than fear of offending, God. We should pray for a better understanding of God’s love and ask that 

it overflow in us to our neighbor. Something to think about during your Prayer Time.     NFB 
 


